BIRMINGHAM NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 13TH MAY 2018
SHETLAND SHEEPDOGS
MPD (8, 2) 1 Edwards' Castlerose Foxtrot. Pleasing 8 mth old baby, head is well proportioned with flat skull and
well rounded foreface, nicely placed ears, good reach of neck and angulation front and rear with graceful sweep
over loin. 2 Gamble's Solyric Inaugural Gold. 7 mth old baby, well balanced head, correct shaped eye, neatly
placed ears, nice outline, just requires the coat and body to complete the picture. 3 Forster-Cooper's Sheltysham
Dotcom.
PD (10, 1) 1 Stockden's Willowgarth Pure Gold. Well coated s/w. Good wedge shaped head with nicely rounded
muzzle, flat skull, correct eye shape and placement, neat ears, giving the desired expression, good depth of body,
moved well for his handler. 2 Bendelow's Guxel Gold Ringer From Amethrickeh. S/w, good balance of head, well
filled foreface, correct stop, good eye shape and placement, pleasing outline, in good coat, quite sure these two
dogs will change places on occasions. 3 Weller's SHeltiebay Tom Tom Towards Evad.
JD (7, 1) 1 Hardy's Sandwick Stagelight. Tri, a quality dog who has excellent construction, but lets himself down
by going around the ring with his head down, nicely balanced head with flat skull, dark almond shaped eye and
neat ears, giving a sweet yet masculine expression. Was immaculate in presentation. 2 Bendelow's Guxel Gold
Ringer From Amethrickeh. 3 Haensel's Sherkarl Magic Touch.
YD (6) 1 Isdale's Viewdale Cuddley Dudley. S/w in good coat and condition, balanced wedge shaped head with
flat skull, nicely rounded muzzle with good underjaw, neat ears and dark eye giving a sweet expression, pleasing
outline, well constructed with straight front, good depth of body, level topline, nice sweep over the loin, he
moved with good forward reach and drive, showed non stop and responded well to handler. 2 Bray's Lianbray
Lothario JW. S/w, who impressed me for his overall shape and conformation. He has a good wedge shaped head,
pleasing eye shape and placement and neat ears, good bone and straight front, well developed with good depth
and spring of rib. Today he was a little unsettled and this showed in his movement. Presented in excellent
condition. 3 Robinson's Sheltysham Nut Box In Alnma. ND (7, 1) 1 Stockden's Willowgarth Pure Gold. 2 Edwards'
Castlerose Foxtrot. 3 Gamble's Solyric Inaugural Gold.
GD (7, 1) 1 Goodwin's Highbrook He's Got Style JW. S/w. Spot on for size, correct wedge shaped head, flat skull,
balanced foreface, well placed and shaped eye giving the desired expression, neat, well carried ears, coat of
correct texture, moved and showed well. 2 Chatterley's Silver Coin. B/m. Another dog, spot on for size, lovely
shape and balanced in profile, having a nice wedge shaped head, topped with neat ears, flat skull, dark eye, good
depth of body, in good coat and well presented. 3 Daniel's Pepperhill Cruise Control.
PGD (11, 1) 1 Miles' Keycharm Heaven's Knows Of Milesend. Glamorous sable and white. Loved his shape and
outline, has a flat skull, well filled foreface, correct eye size shape and placement, giving a lovely expression,
good depth of chest, level topline, in full coat of correct texture, moved well. 2 Stafford's Rannerdale The
Entertainer. S/w. Well constructed dog, pleasing outline, nice wedge shaped head with dark well placed eye,
good depth of body, in good coat, moved freely around the ring, well presented as always from this kennel. 3
Pierce's Philhope Buzzword.
LD (10, 2) 1 Roberts' Malaroc Mystery Writer JW. Sable in excellent coat and condition. Correct wedge shaped
head, flat skull, balanced foreface, neat ears, well placed dark eye giving a nice expression, good depth of chest,
level topline, graceful sweep over the croup, covered the ground well when on the move. 2 Robinson's Lavika
Luminary JW. Another quality male, presented in full coat of correct texture, head balanced with lovely eye
placement and expression, he has good construction but I felt today that first just had the edge on the move. 3
Linford's Hillhenry Thunderstorm JW.
OD (10, 1) 1 Miles' Lavika Time Will Tell At Milesend. Sable and white who I awarded the RCC at Crufts in 2016.
A balanced dog, good depth of body and spring of ribs, excellent neck and shoulder. He moved well with good
front extension as his construction suggests. Head is well balanced with flat skull and well rounded foreface, eye
is well placed giving the desired expression. He was groomed to perfection. I was very pleased to award him the
CC and BOB, hope his third comes soon. 2 Aaron's Lafitte De Moorstile Chez Shellridge JW. A sound dog, excellent
proportions, moulded wedge shaped head, flat skull, well placed correct dark eye, neat ears, arched neck of
good length, balanced body shape, adequate bone, deep chest, level topline, good sweep over croup, well let
down hocks, moved soundly. RCC. 3 Sonvico's Ch Willowgarth Bailey's Gold ShCM.
VD (5, 1) 1 Gruszka Samphrey's Moonlight Shadow JW. Tri, 8 yrs old, correct size and pleasing outline, his coat
was jet black and of the correct texture, well presented, moved well. 2 Pattison's Kyleburn Acis. Almost 10 yrs,

nicely balanced, excellent body, good depth of chest, rather a reluctant showman today, moved well. 3 Wilkie's
Avonbank Designed In Gold.
MPB (10) 1 Hateley's Mohnesse Millybelle. 8 mth old s/w, had that look at me effect as she came in the ring.
Correct wedge shaped head, flat skull and correct stop, attractive outline with graceful sweep over the croup, in
good coat for her age, of correct texture, moved freely around the ring. Best PB and BPIB. 2 Aaron's Kyleburn
Sibylla At Shelridge. Very feminine 6 mth old s/w of correct size and type, attractive outline and wedge shaped
head with a flat skull and rounded foreface, neatly placed ears and good eye placement giving the desired
expression. Two bitches with a bright future. 3 Walker's Tooralie's No No Nanette.
PB (5, 1) 1 Fisher's Shellamoyed Simply Sweet. Very feminine s/w of correct size and type, attractive outline and
wedge shaped head with a flat skull and rounded foreface, neatly placed ears and well placed dark eye, in
excellent coat and condition, co-operated well with handler. 2 Moore's Sanscott Sweet Edition. 9 mth old golden
s/w, attractive outline, balanced head with good stop, flat skull and good ear carriage and sweet expression, just
requires a little more coat to complete the picture. 3 Barrowclough's Shadowess Eternal Spirit.
JB (11, 2) 1 Hateley's Sanscott Sweet Serenity At Mohnesee JW. S/w of ideal size, just coming back into coat,
lovely wedge shaped head, flat skull, rounded muzzle, well placed and shaped dark eye giving the desired
expression, neat well carried ears which used well, moved freely around the ring, presentation excellent, as
always from this kennel. 2 Roberts' Malaroc Rainfall. Attractive s/w of correct size, pleasing outline and well
balanced head, flat skull and level topline, neat well carried ears which she used to full advantage, moved well.
3 Robinson's Lavika Time Of My Life.
YB (8) 1 Stafford's Rannerdale Queen O'the North JW. In excellent coat and condition, groomed to perfection,
lovely wedge shaped head, flat skull, rounded muzzle, well placed dark eye giving that desired sweet expression,
neat well carried ears which she used to full advantage, attractive outline and moved freely round the ring. 2
Deveson's Milesend Sea Pearl. Shaded s/w, well balanced head with moulded foreface and correct placed stop
and eye placement, good front and rear angulation, level topline with graceful sweep over the croup, cooperated well with handler and moved well. 3 Hassell's Oakcroft Enchanted Star Of Charnico.
NB (8) 1 Hateley's Mohnesee Millybelle. 2 Roberts' Malaroc Rainfall. 3 Fisher's Shellamoyed Simply Sweet.
GB (6, 3) 1 Tinker's Ruscombe Mosaic. Well broken b/m of good colour with well balanced head, attractive
outline with good reach of neck, level topline, good bend of stifle, co-operated well with handler and moved
freely round the ring. 2 Lycett's Illiad Isla Wishes. S/w of correct size and substance, in good coat with correct
wedge shaped head, flat skull, balanced foreface, neat well carried ears which she used to full advantage, moved
well, just preferred the outline of first. 3 Glover-Guest's Doonelodge Demora.
PGB (17, 1) 1 Fenton's Shannmie's Tropical Blue. B/m of good colour and correct size, balanced head, nicely
constructed front and rear which showed when on the move, used her ears to full advantage. 2 French's Lindfern
Bee Enchanted JW. S/w with well balanced head, flat skull and correct stop, well placed eye giving a sweet
expression, neat, well carried ears which she used well. 3 Dunn's Neraklee Chardonnay At Shelleary.
LB (13, 2) 1 Walker's Tooralie's Matilda. Tri of ideal size, wedge shaped head with flat skull and correct stop, well
placed eye giving a sweet expression topped with neat well carried ears, first class presentation and her handler
made the most of her, she just flowed freely round the ring. 2 Robinson's Lavika Good Luck JW. S/w with nice
outline, correct wedge shaped head, flat skull and correct stop, well placed dark eye giving the desired
expression, neat well placed ears, level topline with graceful sweep over the croup, good hind angulation and
elegant on the move. Well presented, I am quite sure these two will change places on many occasions. 3 Fisher's
Shellamoyed Babycham JW.
OB (8, 2) 1 Rowan's Blue Champaigne At Shellamoyed JW. B/m of lovely colour with very attractive outline,
correct wedge shaped head, well placed and shaped eye giving the desired expression, neat well placed ears
which she used to full advantage, moved around the ring with drive and style and co-operated fully with her
handler. I was pleased to award her the CC, this making her a champion, subject to the KC. 2 Lambert's
Blenmerrow Infinity For Kevdon. Glamorous s/w with an attractive outline of ideal size with a well balanced head
and sweet expression, co-operated well with her handler and moved round the ring with drive. RCC. 3 Bray's
Lianbray Locked In Love JW.
VB (9, 2) 1 Bywater's Ch Tachnamadra Evisu. Shaded s/w of correct size. Well balanced head with flat skull and
correct stop, neat ears which she used to her advantage and in complete harmony with her handler. BVIB. 2
Barnett's Ch Rainway Crystal Star JW. B/m of good colour, lovely wedge shaped head and soft expression, good
angulation front and rear which enabled her to move with drive around the ring. 3 Lycett's Ch Shebaville Saucy
Secret At Iliad JW.

Judge - Jane Mottram

